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Motivation
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Initial remarks

� This lecture is intended particularly for newcomers to the 

field of Lattice Boltzmann. It should help you to successfully
– plan

– implement

– optimise and maintain 

your own LB software project.

� This lecture is maybe not so relevant for experienced 
software engineers, senior LB experts (or those not 

interested in sustained or efficient software development).

� Advanced algorithmic or hardware specific optimisation 

techniques will only be briefly touched in this introduction, 

please refer to the excellent lectures of Wellein and Zeiser
from previous ICMMES tutorials and the literature.  
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What often happens ...

� Typical experience during a PhD:

start with a legacy code

or

q&d hack from scratch

I don’t have time to waste on 

coding, my supervisors press 

me for first results... LB flow 

solver is trivial, they say ...

add more functionality
I have a scientific problem to 

solve. Quickly hack my add-

ons to the existing code ...

validate for test-cases 2D sample shows nice results 

(after one night running on my 

desktop machine ...)

use larger machines at 

the compute centre

3D realistic sample will 

take 10234 years on my 

PC ... my supervisor 

asked me to consult the 

compute centre and use 

a larger machine ...

fail with large samples

Compute centre complains 

my code is not suitable for 

their HPC hardware, I 

should optimise or better 

re-engineer. BUT I HAVE 

NO TIME TO RE-DO ALL!!!
???
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Experience tells us ...

� Time you initially save for planning and software design has 

to be spent later for re-engineering of the whole code.

� It is often not possible to achieve sufficient problem size by 

just using a larger (and more expensive) machine.

� During the end of your PhD or research project you might not 

have time to do a complete re-engineering of your code.

� Certain steps in software design and implementation have to 

be performed in a specific order and are non-reversible.

All this sounds so trivial, and indeed it is ... 

... so, why not take care of it before it is too late?
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Consequences (if you like ...) 

� Do not simply use and extend a legacy code, free software or 

your test implementation (except for gaining some first 
experience). Later it might be impossible to adopt the initial 

hack to increasing requirements.

� Take sufficient time for a software design and setting up the 

infra-structure. Certain steps are irreversible.

� Get a clear idea of the research question and the required 

problem size before starting the implementation. Do not 

overshoot, but make sure to eventually enable simulations 
with sufficient problem size and iterations.

� Find out which hardware is (and will be in the future) 
available at your institute and compute centre. HPC hardware 

might require specific implementation, better consider early!
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Considerations for 

software (project) planning
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Software (project) planning

� Initial questions before setting up a project:
– How much legacy code do I have to use?

– How many researchers will be involved?

– Does the final problem size require HPC hardware?

– How flexible does my code have to be regarding extensions?

– Will my code possibly be used after the end of the project?

� The answer to these questions will lead to a couple of initial 

decisions:
– Which programming language to use?

– How modular does my software design have to be?

– Do I have to consider performance aspects or even special HPC 

implementation (e.g. MPI or vector optimised)?

– Do I need infra-structure for a sustained distributed implementation (source 

repository, mailing lists, bug-tracking, documentation ...)?
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How much legacy code do I have to use?

� Legacy code or free software allows a quick and easy start, 

but later extensions might become very difficult ...

� Legacy code might restrict or define the programming 

language by neglecting other considerations ...

� With large and old legacy codes it might take considerable 

time to understand and modify things. Maybe more time then 
re-implementing from scratch? 

� Can I contact the authors of the legacy code, or am I lost in 

case of severe troubles?

� Legacy code (if not well maintained and embedded in a good 

infra-structure) makes it very difficult to realise good design 
and further development.
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How many researchers will be involved?

� If it is only myself and the group will never grow, things are 

easy, but ...

� ... from two developers on ... 
– it is strongly recommended to set up a source repository (CVS or SVN, see 

later) and avoid keeping private copies of the sources,

– at least basic programming standards and documentation (which language?) 

should be agreed upon,

– the modularity of the code becomes an important issue, eventually influencing 

the choice of the programming language.

� If the programmers are not local ...
– efficient communication methods have to be provided (mailing lists, regular 

conferences, extended documentation),

– a certain team structure and IPR issues have to be clarified,

– mechanisms for extending the team have to be defined.
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Does the final problem size require HPC 
hardware?

� Often this point is addressed too late, and the research 

question cannot be sufficiently answered because of 
necessary restrictions (to 2D, in CPU-time/iterations or 

domain size).

� HPC hardware ...
– sets a strong preference for certain programming languages 

(FORTRAN > C > C++),

– requires specific implementation techniques (parallelisation or vectorisation),

– is very sensitive towards data structures,

– often requires additional skills (handling a scheduler, UNIX, specific 

performance analysis tools).

� Simply shifting an inefficient code from the desktop PC to 

HPC hardware is not a realistic option!
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How flexible does my code have to be 
regarding extensions?

� Can the required functionality already be defined at the 

beginning of the project?

� Might an increasing team of developers wish to implement 

more and more functionality at later stages of the project?

� Is a sustained development (over generations of PhD 

students and projects) intended?

� Usually ...
– modern object oriented languages better support highly modular 

developments (C++ > C ≥ FORTRAN),

– semi-modular implementation is also possible with elder languages, but 

requires specific care in designing flexible data structures and interfaces for 

possible extensions,

– object oriented implementation makes it more difficult (or impossible) to 

achieve performance optimised data structures or algorithms.
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Will my code possibly be used after the 
end of the project?

� The life-time of software is often much longer than originally 

intended, and generations of PhD students and researchers 
benefit (or suffer) from decisions made at the very beginning.

� A sustained implementation requires...
– a profound initial planning (see previous slides),

– a minimum of (realistic) programming standards,

– a certain amount of comprehensive documentation,

– a well maintained software repository,

– a continued line of experienced programmers,

– ... and funding!
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Which programming language to use?

� A decision has to be made between procedural languages 

(FORTRAN,C), object oriented languages (C++) or a hybrid 
approach of both.

legacy code
must be used

not restricted to
add-ons

yes

interfaces or 
wrapper might 

allow other 
languages

yes

no choice 
or 

re-engineering

no

performance 
critical

no high
modularity

high
modularity

yes

no

no

hybrid
approach

free
choice

procedural
(HPC)

approach

object 
oriented
approach

no

yes

yes
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Software management tools
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Better not ...

� The typical software mismanagement looks like that:

I start with my local copy

I mess it up and start 

keeping backups

I create various versions

for testing etc.

A new colleague joins,

keeping his local copy

We end up with N

incompatible versions

Of course, what else 

should I do?

Nothing works, no old 

version available ... now 

I save my code once a 

day/week/month ... Special hardware ... 

supervisor asked me 

to test a new model 

... performance 

optimised version

I give him the most 

reliable of my versions 

... but which? Which 

features he needs ...?

No more chance to 

merge our sources, 

various features and 

bug-fixes lost in our 

local copies ... we 

give up!
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A good way of providing the source code

� A software repository with version control system ...
– is installed on a dedicated (central, accessible ...) server,

– allows to control the access (maybe via the OS) ,

– keeps track of all updates/changes,

– allows to store additional information with each update of the sources,

– allows to retrieve older versions of the code,

– creates a “diff” of various versions,

– is flexible to grow with the code and/or group of developers, 

e.g. allows to set up “branches” from the main repository,

– provides an information system (e.g. mail to a list at each “check in” event).

� The basic idea is: get rid of your private/local copies!

All developers retrieve a temporary working copy from the 
same repository and check back their updates in short 

intervals (or latest upon completion).
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Version control systems

� Free version control systems are available, and installation 

and usage is not too complicated.

� Using them even makes sense for a one-person project!

� Most common systems are CVS and SVN:
– CVS: http://ximbiot.com/cvs/ comes 

along with various clients including 

Windows (e.g. TorotoiseCVS

http://www.tortoisecvs.org/) which 

integrates into the Windows 

Explorer.

– Using basic features of CVS/SVN 

from UNIX is also not complicated 

(see next slides)!

TortoiseCVS client, from 

http://www.tortoisecvs.org/
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A sample CVS session

� Check out the sources, create a new file, add it to 

the source tree and check back:

% cvs -d joerg@flow:/home/DC/ co Spielwiese
cvs checkout: Updating Spielwiese
U Spielwiese/Test.txt
U Spielwiese/dummy.F
U Spielwiese/dummy2.F
% cd Spielwiese/
% vi test.txt
% cvs add test.txt
cvs add: scheduling file `test.txt' for addition
cvs add: use 'cvs commit' to add this file permanently
% cvs commit test.txt
RCS file: /home/DC/Spielwiese/test.txt,v
done
Checking in test.txt;
/home/DC/Spielwiese/test.txt,v <-- test.txt
initial revision: 1.1
done

Other files already in 

the repository

Create and “register”

a new file

“Checking back”

the new file 
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A sample CVS session ctd.

� Check out, modify, check back:

� No need to keep any private copies after checking back!

� Other developers can easily access your latest version.

� Log-messages provide helpful meta-information.

% cvs -d joerg@flow:/home/DC/ co Spielwiese
cvs checkout: Updating Spielwiese
U Spielwiese/Test.txt
U Spielwiese/dummy.F
U Spielwiese/dummy2.F
U Spielwiese/test.txt
% cd Spielwiese/
% vi test.txt
% cvs commit test.txt
Checking in test.txt;
/home/DC/Spielwiese/test.txt,v <-- test.txt
new revision: 1.2; previous revision: 1.1
done

Our new file ‘test.txt’

from the previous 

session

Modify and check 

back the file
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A sample CVS session ctd.

� Revision history ... who messed up the code?

% cvs log test.txt

RCS file: /home/DC/Spielwiese/test.txt,v
Working file: test.txt
head: 1.2
branch:
locks: strict
access list:
symbolic names:
keyword substitution: kv
total revisions: 2;     selected revisions: 2
description:
----------------------------
revision 1.2
date: 2008/05/08 13:26:19;  author: joerg;  state: Exp;  lines: +3 -0
First revision, 3 lines added
----------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 2008/05/08 13:03:44;  author: joerg;  state: Exp;
My new file “test.txt”
=============================================================================

This text is my own log 

message. To be helpful for 

other developers, it should 

contain a detailed 

description of modifications.

After checking out, 

within the CVS tree.
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A sample CVS session ctd.

� “diff” between two revisions:

% cvs diff -r 1.1 test.txt
Index: test.txt
===================================================================
RCS file: /home/DC/Spielwiese/test.txt,v
retrieving revision 1.1
retrieving revision 1.2
diff -r1.1 -r1.2
1a2,4
>
> Revision1:
> line2

Modifications between the 

two revisions are shown

Difference between 

current revision (1.2) and 

the older revision 1.1
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A sample CVS session ctd.

� Retrieving an older version of the code ... a second 

chance if things are messed up:

% cvs -d joerg@flow:/home/DC/ co Spielwiese/test.txt
U Spielwiese/test.txt
% cat Spielwiese/test.txt
line1

Revision1:
line2
% cvs -d joerg@flow:/home/DC/ co -r 1.1 Spielwiese/test.txt
U Spielwiese/test.txt
% cat Spielwiese/test.txt
line1

The up-to-date version (r 1.2), 

consisting of 4 lines 

The previous version (r 1.1), 

consisting of 1 line 
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Alternatives to CVS ...

� Some people might still prefer working with RCS, which is the 

underlying mechanism of CVS (like TeX under LaTeX) ...

� In recent years “Subversion” (SVN) became more popular 

than CVS (http://subversion.tigris.org/)
– It provides similar functionality and commands.

– Several GUI available, e.g. TortoiseSVN http://tortoisesvn.tigris.org/

(for a list see: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_Subversion_clients).

– Files can be moved or renamed while keeping the history.

– A different concept for tags and branches (no semantic branches).

� Which system to chose?
– If both are installed and you are free to chose, maybe use SVN.

– Porting of a CVS repository to SVN is possible (though a bit tricky).
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A complete development environment

� GForge (http://gforge.org/) provides a whole development 

environment with
– message forums (WIKI) and mailing lists,

– tools to create and control access to source code management repositories 

like CVS and Subversion,

– automatically creates a repository and controls access to it depending on the 

role settings of the project.

� Setting up GForge requires 
certain experience and effort.
– Better ask your compute centre...  

The GForge environment   

http://gforge.org/
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A word on coding standards 

� When working alone, you can write whatever you believe is 

good style (or don’t care about it at all) ... but if there is the 
slightest chance another person will ever see your code, 

good coding helps a lot!

� From the “GNOME Programming Guidelines”
http://developer.gnome.org/doc/guides/programming-guidelines/good-code.html

Messy code is hard to read, and people may lose interest if they

cannot decipher what the code tries to do. Also, it is important that 

programmers be able to understand the code quickly so that they can 

start contributing with bug fixes and enhancements in a short amount 

of time. Source code is a form of communication, and just as someone 

would not like to read a novel with spelling errors and sloppy 

punctuation, programmers should strive to write good code so that it is 

easy to understand and modify by others. 
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� Cleanliness
– Clean code is easy to read; this lets people read it with minimum effort so that 

they can understand it easily.

� Consistency
– Consistent code makes it easy for people to understand how a program 

works; when reading consistent code, one subconsciously forms a number of 

assumptions and expectations about how the code works, so it is easier and 

safer to make modifications to it.

� Extensibility
– General-purpose code is easier to reuse and modify than very specific code 

with lots of hardcoded assumptions. When someone wants to add a new 

feature to a program, it will obviously be easier to do so if the code was 

designed to be extensible from the beginning. Code that was not written this 

way may lead people into having to implement ugly hacks to add features.

� Correctness
– Finally, code that is designed to be correct lets people spend less time 

worrying about bugs and more time enhancing the features of a program. 

Users also appreciate correct code, since nobody likes software that crashes.
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My top 4 for writing readable code

� Extensive internal documentation (in English!)
– more comments than source-code is o.k.

– detailed information in the header of subroutines/functions/modules etc. 

� Meaningful names for variables and code components
– nobody wants to read  nnplx10=nnpplx10

– avoid 1-2 character variables, a search for a or f will produce many hits!

� Clear (uniform) layout
– Agree on free-style (or not), indent, layout of loops etc.

– Uniform style for continued lines in FORTRAN !

� Explicit programming is easier to understand
– ... for fellow programmers

– ... for the compiler to produce efficient binaries

– ... for myself, after one year (or one day ...)
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More programming guidelines on the web

� For FORTRAN 90 the UK MET Office issued their

European Standards For Writing and Documenting 
Exchangeable Fortran 90 Code
http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/research/nwp/numerical/fortran90/f90_standards.html

� Recommended C Style and Coding Standards (an updated 

version of the Indian Hill C Style and Coding Standards 
paper), Imperial College London, Department of Computing 
http://www.doc.ic.ac.uk/lab/secondyear/cstyle/cstyle.html

� C++ Programming Style Guidelines by Geotechnical 
Software Services
http://geosoft.no/development/cppstyle.html

� C and C++ Style Guides (a collection by C.M. Lott) 
http://www.chris-lott.org/resources/cstyle/
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LB code analysis
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4-step strategy to improve a code 

� You received a third party LB code with few or no 

documentation. What to do next?

Four steps:
– 1) Try to compile and run the code, check the results for simple test cases.

if the code compiles, runs

and produces meaningful results...

– 2) Check the performance. For LB a good measure are the Million Lattice Site 

Updates per second (MLUP/s) which can be achieved.

next ...

– 3) Try to understand the basic structure of the code (e.g. produce a call graph).

if the performance is o.k. ...

– 4a) Try to understand how/where to add your specific extensions.

... if not ...

– 4b) Do some performance tuning. 
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Step 1: compile, run and check results

� See if a makefile is provided, if yes, try to adopt system 

specific settings (compiler name and options, paths, ...) and 
use make (or gmake) to produce an executable.

� Set up a small and simple test-case (e.g. plain 2D channel)

� Run the code and check the results for:
– convergence history (mean flow rate over iterations)

– physical properties: pressure loss, compressibility errors, velocity profile

� This gives a first idea if the code can be used at all on a given 
system, or if further major difficulties must be expected ...
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Example analysis: the anb-code

� anb, a pretty old and fairly simple free 2D LBGK teaching 

code written in FORTRAN77 http://bernsdorf.org/research/anb.html .

� A C++ version of the code (written by Michael Grønager).

� The test-case will be a (small) plain 2D channel. 

% g95 -o anb anb.f
% ./anb
anb (2008/05/16)
Copyright (C) 1998-2008 Joerg Bernsdorf 
anb comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY;
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; see the file COPYING for details.
All rights reserved.

****************************************************
***              anb starting ...                ***

:
:
:

*** In the file anb_qx.out, you can find the average
*** flow velocity plotted as a function of time.
***
********************    end     ********************
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Example analysis: the anb-code ctd.

� As a first check, mean flow rate over time (convergence 

history), velocity and pressure are plotted.

� Results look reasonable, so it

is worth going to Step 2:
performance measurement.

Convergence history: mean flow 

rate as a function of iterations.

Poiseuille flow in a lx*ly=100*25 channel:

velocity vectors and pressure field.
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Step 2: measure the performance

� A good performance measure is the number of Million Lattice 

Site Updates per second (MLUP/s).

� For a rough estimation, use the UNIX “time” command.

� Take special care on:
– Make the sample large enough to not fit into the cache, 

but small enough to avoid swapping.

– Test different sample sizes, avoid dimensions of n^2 (see later).

– Consider that I/O costs time, switch output off if possible or use various 

and sufficiently long runs.

– For a precise measurement, make sure the machine is not filled with other 

jobs.

– For performance measurements in geometries with a high amount of occupied 

nodes, make sure the measurement is considering fluid nodes only! 

Some implementations waste time on solid nodes and count those into their 

performance.
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Example: anb (Fortran77 and C++)

� Output for anb F90:

– lx*ly*t=25*100*50000=125000000 => 125/111.16 = 1.124 MLUP/s1.124 MLUP/s1.124 MLUP/s1.124 MLUP/s

� Output for anb c++:

– 125/15475 = 0.0081 MLUP/s. Something is wrong with the C++ version!

� The figures show (from left to right)
– user time (the CPU time spent to execute the code),

– system time (OS related, a high value indicates problems ...),

– wallclock time (total time until the program is finished. Attention: this depends on 

the system load and must not be used for performance evaluation!),

– Percentage of the whole machine available for executing the code (should be 

high to get realistic and reproducible results).

% time ./anb
:

111.162u 0.884s 1:53.05 99.1%

% time ./anb
:

15474.611u 150.269s 4:21:07.56 99.7% 
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Step 3: try to understand the basic 
structure of the code

� Going through the source code is one way ...

� A better option is using tools to generate meta-information as 
a call-graph, a list of classes, functions etc.

� A good free tool available for Windows
and Linux is doxygen, coming with

an easy to use GUI (but no support
for FORTRAN ...) http://www.doxygen.org/

� The output of a doxygen analysis

for the C++ version of anb will be
presented during the lecture

Call graph for the C++ version 

of anb, generated with doxygen
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Step 4: performance tuning

� For a given LB code, a good strategy for a performance 

tuning is:
– first non-invasive, by just modifying compiler settings etc., 

– second invasive and increasingly demanding by

• optimising algebraic expressions,

• changing certain data structures,

• and performing algorithmic modifications.

� Before any modification, a detailed performance analysis 
should be carried out. 
– Often, hardware specific or compiler specific tools with more or less 

comfortable GUI are available.

– If nothing specific can be found, the GNU gprof tool helps to get a first idea.

– Before starting with a detailed analysis, we cross-check the program size to 

make sure we are out of cache!
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Avoid running in cache!

� What is the cache size of my PC? 
– If unknown, on UNIX systems the info can be found in the file 

/proc/cpuinfo

� How much memory requires my executable? 
– A rough estimate is: number of links * 2 * 8 Byte * number of nodes (for 

double-buffering) + additional memory (geometry information etc.) 

• For the D2Q9 anb-code at least 2*9*8=144 Byte/node are required.

• To be beyond the 2MB cache of my desktop Pentium 4, a domain size of 

lx*ly=200*100 should be safe: the expected size is beyond 2.9 MB.

� How to check the required memory?
– Use the UNIX command “size” (very unreliable, only static size can be seen).

– Better run the code and check with the UNIX command “top” (unreliable), this 

also helps to see if your machine is free and if your problem size is small 

enough to avoid swapping!

– Check the output of good (commercial) profiling tools.
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The “top”-command

� Using the UNIX command “top” during a run

% top
Tasks: 121 total,   2 running, 118 sleeping,   0 stopped,   1 zombie
Cpu(s):  0.9%us,  0.2%sy,  0.0%ni, 98.7%id,  0.2%wa,  0.0%hi,  0.0%si,  0.0%st
Mem:   2076336k total,  1022628k used,  1053708k free,   208852k buffers
Swap:  3907216k total,      136k used,  3907080k free,   222556k cached

PID USER      PR  NI  VIRT  RES  SHR S %CPU %MEM    TIME+  COMMAND
10453 joerg 25   0  4860 3520  476 R 99.2  0.2   0:07.80 anb
2229 root      15   0  828m  50m  11m S  2.0  2.5  19:43.87 Xorg

1 root      16   0  2008  684  584 S  0.0  0.0 0:00.21 init
2 root      34  19     0    0    0 S  0.0  0.0 0:00.14 ksoftirqd/0

:
:

anb

4.86MB of memory required anb gets 99% CPU

3.5 MB resident in memory

1.05 GB of memory free
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Performance analysis of anb with gprof

� Compilation with “-pg” (for the GNU compiler) and execution 

produces a file gmon.out, which can be displayed with “gprof”

% g95 –pg anb anb.F
% ./anb
:
: 
:

% gprof anb
%   cumulative   self              self total
time   seconds   seconds calls   s/call   s/call  name
69.45      9.00     9.00 1000     0.01     0.01 relaxation_
27.39     12.55     3.55     1000     0.00     0.00 propagate_
1.70     12.77     0.22     1000     0.00     0.00 bounceback_
0.23     12.80     0.03                             _g95_format_free

:
:

Compilation with -pg

“gmon.out” is generated during execution
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“Non-invasive” performance tuning

� Compiler settings (for g95/gcc)
– optimisation level

• no optimisation (default) :   21.1 s = 0.95 MLUP/s

• -O3                                :   10.4 s = 1.92 MLUP/s

– Hardware specific (-march=pentium4):   10.3 s = 1.94 MLUP/s

– Loop unrolling (-funroll-loops) :   10.2 s = 1.96 MLUP/s

� Specific (commercial) compiler
– INTEL Fortran

• no optimisation :   17.9 s = 1.12 MLUP/s

• -O3 –xN (includes unrolling etc.) :     8.3 s = 2.41 MLUP/s

� A few comments:
– aggressive optimisation (“-O3”) is usually safe for LB, but better check results!

– A high gap from no to –O3 optimisation indicates not so efficient programming

– More compiler options available, but use with care!

– Compare various runs and different mesh sizes!
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“Invasive” performance tuning

� Let’s re-visit the gprof output for a detailed analysis:

– As expected, the relaxation routine requires most time (70%):

the first candidate for optimisation!

– propagate is quite expensive (30%), since no computation is done

a candidate for algorithmic change, see later

– bounceback is o.k., but for more complex geometries it might take 

considerable more time ... later check with other geometries ...

– The other routines play no significant role, so it makes no sense to waste time 

on optimising them (even if it is easy ...)

%   cumulative   self              self total
time   seconds   seconds calls   s/call   s/call  name
69.45      9.00     9.00 1000     0.01     0.01 relaxation_
27.39     12.55     3.55     1000     0.00     0.00 propagate_
1.70     12.77     0.22     1000     0.00     0.00 bounceback_
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Some attempts ...

� Loop unrolling, loop order and index change (density 

distribution array) in subroutine relaxation:
– The required CPU-time went down from 10.2 s to 8.8 s (8.3 s -> 7.8 s INTEL) 

� Slight algebraic improvement
– compute and store re-occurring expressions outside the main loop, e.g.

• 2 * c_sq => d_c_sq

• 2 * c_sq^2 => d_c_sq_2

– ... no visible effect

� Change of the leading index for density distribution array:
– Some further improvement: g95: 8.8 s -> 8.4 s, INTEL: 7.8 s -> 6.8 s)

� About 1 hour tuning helped to improve the performance 

no more than ~15% ... is it worth? 
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Algorithmic modifications

� A major improvement can be achieved by algorithmic 

modifications reducing the load and store of the whole density 
distribution arrays.

� Algorithmic modifications for existing software is often (too) 
complicated, but a common trick which also can be applied at 

a later stage is combining the relaxation and the advection 

routine (together with double-buffering). This will be explained 
later ...

� Our fully optimised 3D code exploiting (almost) all tricks 

achieves a performance of 6.4 MLUP/s for the given testcase

(anb: 2.9 MLUP/s with the INTEL compiler).

%   cumulative   self              self total
time   seconds   seconds calls   s/call   s/call  name
69.45      9.00     9.00 1000     0.01     0.01 relaxation_
27.39     12.55     3.55     1000     0.00     0.00 propagate_
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LB specific efficient 

implementation strategies
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Before starting a new implementation ...

� Take the time to consider the points from the beginning of 

this lecture! In a year from now it will pay off ...

� Fundamental decisions concerning programming language, 

data structure and algorithm must be done before 
implementing, later corrections are very cumbersome.

� Some points (explained below) are easy to realise (when 
writing a LB code from scratch ...) and have a tremendous 

impact on the performance!

� Hardware specific implementations pay only off, if this is 
either the subject of your research or there is a certain hope 

the considered hardware is still available and competitive 
once your code is ready. This might not always be the case!
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Performance considerations

� For most COTS (commodity “off the shelf”) cache based 

hardware the memory bandwidth is the bottleneck for LB.
That means: while the CPU is idle, the data (mainly density 

distributions) have to be loaded or stored.

� Consequences are:
– depending on the hardware, optimising algebraic expressions does not 

necessarily improve the performance

– the amount of data transfer from and to the main memory has to be optimised

– the data structures must allow a most efficient cache usage

– Suggested reading: G. Wellein , T. Zeiser, G. Hager, S. Donath: On the single processor 

performance of simple lattice Boltzmann kernels, Computers & Fluids 35 (2006) 910–919

“Before putting effort into the parallelization of a code, the serial 

performance of the implementation should be optimized.”
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Strategy 1: optimise algebraic expressions

� On certain HPC hardware optimising algebraic expressions 

can significantly improve the performance:
– calculate re-occurring parameters (e.g. sqrt(3/2)) outside the main loop and 

store the result in variables,

– pre-calculate re-occurring expressions inside the loop (e.g. density per node) 

once and store in variables,

– split up and simplify expressions,

– avoid complicated expressions and advanced math functions when possible,

– check the performance change after each re-arrangement!

� About 200 floating point operations are required for an 

optimised LBGK relaxation in 3D.

� Since algebraic optimisation usually conflicts with readability, 

it is a good idea to check for correct results before performing
any re-arrangement of the equations implemented ... and 

cross-check afterwards. 
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Strategy 2: Combined relaxation and 
advection step

� A simple LB algorithm consists of a time loop over relaxation, 

advection and boundary conditions (and maybe additional 
physics). 

� For each of these steps, the whole (or a part of the) density 
distributions have to be loaded from and stored to the main 

memory. This was previously identified as major bottleneck!

� Avoiding one complete load and store of all density 

distributions by combining relaxation and advection helps 

significantly to improve the performance.

� Often, the combined advection-relaxation is realised by 

double-buffering and  swapping arrays to avoid data 
dependencies: “read from array A and write to array B in one 

relaxation step including propagation”
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Strategy 2: Combined relaxation and 
advection step ctd.

� Two basic concepts for the advection-relaxation step exist: 
– Pull: load the distributions from the adjacent nodes (advection) into local 

variables, perform relaxation and store the results locally.

This results in a post-collision density distribution.

– Push: perform the relaxation with the local density distributions and store the 

results at the adjacent nodes (advection).

This results in a post-advection density distribution.

� Depending on further methods to be implemented (local 
mesh refinement, specific physics ...) one might prefer having 

post advection or post collision density distributions outside 

the advection-relaxation subroutine. 

� Pull requires a non-local read from memory (“gather”), while 

push requires a non-local write (“scatter”). Some hardware 
might have a preference for the one or the other. 
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Strategy 3: optimise data layout

� The density distributions are usually stored in a 5D array, with

indices x,y,z [1:lx,1:ly,1:lz] for the spatial dimensions, i [0:18] 
for the direction (speeds) and t [0:1] for the double buffering.

� The order of these indices has a significant influence on the 
performance. Two versions come into consideration:
– f(i,x,y,z,t), first index is speed, collision optimised or “array of structures”

– f(x,y,z,i,t), first index is x-coordinate, propagation optimised

or “structure of arrays”

� For many hardware/compilers the propagation optimised

data-layout showed the  best performance results.

� A special problem for the propagation optimised
implementation is cache thrashing when the leading 

dimension is a power of two, resulting in a severe 
performance degeneration.
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Strategy 3: optimise data layout ctd.

� Cache thrashing for propagation optimised data layout:
– the leading dimension of the density distribution array must not be a

power of 2 for the propagation optimised layout f(x,y,z,i,t): 

Performance of anb in 

MLUP/s for a lx*100 

array as a function of lx

Performance 

degeneration 

of prop. opt. 

for lx=256
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Strategy 4: loop splitting

� A cache is organised in a limited number of cache-lines, 

which are fetched or stored as a whole:
– if data are needed, the whole cache-line is fetched (cache miss)

– consecutive data can be accessed within the cache

– cache line fetch has a long latency 

� Particularly for the 3D relaxation-advection subroutine the 

number of cache-lines is not sufficient to store all (e.g. 19) 
distributions, resulting in frequent cache-misses.

� Reducing the cached data-size by splitting the innermost 
relaxation-advection loop enables most computations to run 

in the cache:
– Loop 1: compute velocity components and density, store in temporary arrays

– Loop 2: advection-relaxation for densities 0-9

– Loop 3: advection-relaxation for the densities 10-18
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Strategy 4: loop splitting ctd.

� Pseudo-code of the advection-relaxation subroutine

do z = 1, lz
do y = 1, ly

do x = 1, lx
compute u(x),v(x),w(x),density(x)

enddo

do x = 1, lx
compute equilibrium distribution for links 0-9 
relaxation-advection for links 0-9

enddo

do x = 1, lx
compute equilibrium distribution for links 10-18
relaxation-advection for links 10-18

enddo

enddo
enddo

Outer loops, over 

whole domain

first inner loop,

velocities and density

second inner loop,

links 0-9

third inner loop,

links 10-18
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More aggressive optimisation results

� Minor (textbook) optimisation strategies did not result in a 

significant improvement (compilers do it automatically).

� More aggressive strategies improved the performance:
– complete algebraic re-ordering of the relaxation routine:

g95: 8.4 s -> 5.8 s, INTEL: 6.8 s -> 4.9 s (3.4 / 4.1 MLUP/s)  
http://bernsdorf.org/research/ICMMES/anb_icmmes_1.f

– combination of relaxation and advection (requires double buffer switching) 

g95: 5.8 s -> 4.0 s, INTEL: 4.9 s -> 2.8 s (4.0 / 7.1 MLUP/s) 
http://bernsdorf.org/research/ICMMES/anb_icmmes_2.f

– elimination of MODULO operation to compute periodic boundaries (requires 

extension of the density distribution array and explicit copy of “ghost-layers”)

g95:4.0 s -> 3.9 s, INTEL: 2.8 s -> 2.1 s (5.1 / 9.5 MLUP/s) 
http://bernsdorf.org/research/ICMMES/anb_icmmes_3.f

– loop splitting (requires three loops for separate computation and storing of 

density and velocity components link-wise relaxation)

g95: 3.9 s -> 3.1 s, INTEL: 2.1 s -> 1.7 s (6.5 / 11.8 MLUP/s) 
http://bernsdorf.org/research/ICMMES/anb_icmmes_4.f
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How close to peak?

� The peak performance of the CPU and the memory 

bandwidth give a rough estimation of the theoretical 
maximum performance of a LB kernel:
– CPU: Approx. 200 floating point operations per node update (D3Q19) 

=> Maximum MLUP/s = 2 * Peak Performance / 200

Peak Performance = 2 * 3.2 GHz => Max. Performance = 32 MLUP/s

– Memory bandwidth: 3*19*8= 456 Byte transfer per node update (D3Q19)

=> Maximum MLUP/s = Memory Bandwidth [Byte/s] / 456 Byte

Memory Bandwidth = 400 MHz * 2 * (64 / 8) Byte = 6.4 MByte/s

=> Peak performance = 14 MLUP/s

� For the optimised D2Q9 anb-code roughly 50% of the D3Q19 

memory transfer are required, so 12 MLUP/s is in the order of 
50% memory bandwidth. 

=> More tuning is maybe not reasonable ...
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Strategy 5: sparse implementation(*)

� The fluid nodes are stored in a 1D array.

� An adjacency list has to be generated.

� Note: different ways of storing the density distribution:
– all densities for one node (array-of-structures),

– direction-wise (structure-of-arrays).

(*) Krafczyk,Freudiger 2002
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Sparse LB advection step

� The advection step requires an additional address lookup  

and thus a 1-level indirect addressing:

Full matrix LB

DO Z = 1, LZ

DO Y = 1, LY

DO X = 1, LX

F(1,X+1,Y+1,Z)

= F(X    ,Y  ,Z)

ENDDO

ENDDO

ENDDO

Unstructured LB

DO NODE = 1, NNODES

F_NEW(AL(CELL1)) = F(CELL1)

ENDDO

e.g. for direction 1, (x+1, y+1)e.g. for direction 1, (x+1, y+1)

Adjacency list 

next neighbour 

address lookup
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Example: medical simulation

� Performance comparison between a vector optimised 

full matrix and an sparse LB code on the SX6i:

81.242535207MFLOPS

6.06.6110CPU s

170326.41.55MLUPS (fluid)

12.21441184Memory (MB)

5.0171,1663,405,850Nodes

%SparseMatrix

Size (bounding box): 263*175*74

Fluid nodes: 171166 (5%)

MRI of a real patient geometry
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Further/miscellaneous strategies

� Loop fusing: particularly on vector computers long loops are 

required. Collapsing the three x-,y-,z-loops into one, running 
over the index i (l_i=l_x*l_y*l_z) is a good idea.

� Blocking: to achieve a higher data locality, the whole domain 
is de-composed into smaller blocks about which the 

advection-relaxation loop runs. Performance can be gained, 

but it is much harder if not impossible to implement advanced 
boundary conditions or additional physics.

� Compressed grids: a clever strategy to avoid spending 
memory for double buffering is storing results of the new 

timestep to already used distribution values of the current 
timestep during the propagation process (by carefully obeying 

data dependencies). Complicated to extend ...
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Implementation strategies 

for HPC hardware 
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Parallelisation

� A problem is divided up and solved my multiple CPUs 

simultaneously.

1 2

3

obstacles

– Each CPU can solve its 
reduced problem in a 
shorter time 

=> reduction of the overall 
simulation time (parallel 
speedup).

– CPUs might have to share / 
exchange data, e.g. at the 
domain boundaries 

=> additional costs 
(communication overhead).
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Parallelisation concept I: MPI

� Distributed memory parallelisation:
– Each CPU addresses its own memory exclusively.

– Each CPU/memory has access only to a fraction of the total data 

defining the problem.

– Data used by several CPUs, e.g., at the domain boundaries, have to be 

communicated between the CPU’s memories.

– Special protocols (e.g. Message Passing Interface MPI) enable the 

communication via internal/external network. 

CPU

MEM

CPU

MEM

CPU

MEM

1 to several 1000

LAN or crossbar
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MPI partitioning

� The computational domain has to be partitioned for 

distribution on the CPU’s.

� Graph-based partitioning using METIS for computationally 

efficient domains (load balancing with minimised 
communication)

(a) Aorta, partitioned into six partitions via 

METIS. Bounding box is 353x115x63, 5% 

fluid nodes

(b) Catalyst, partitioned into sixteen 

partitions via METIS. Bounding box is 

780x122x122, 43% fluid nodes
(a)

(b)

Images by L.Axner, University of Amsterdam
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Three partitions (0,1 and 2) 

with inner nodes, receive- and 

send buffers are shown.

The data exchange via domain 

boarders is implemented using 

MPI routines.

Only a clever implementation 

results in a significant speedup 

(except the single-CPU code 

already has a very bad 

performance ...)

MPI communication

� The communication at domain boarders has to be identified 

and explicitly coded. This can be lots of work.

11 12

20 19

13

18

1 2

10 9

3

8

16

14 15

2

7 6

4 5

1718

13

8

3 4

7

14

17

89

12 1311

10

inner nodes exposed nodes inner nodes

inner nodes

14

7

receive buffers

0

1
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MPI performance – NEC SX-8

� NEC SX-8 vector-parallel computer (HLRS, Germany)

Performance data by L.Axner, 
University of Amsterdam
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MPI aspects

� System aspects:
– MPI is available for almost all platforms and nowadays the quasi-standard for 

distributed memory implementations.

– LAN workstation cluster or dedicated PC cluster with high speed 

interconnection network often use MPICH 

http://www.mcs.anl.gov/research/projects/mpich2/ .

– High performance (massive) parallel systems with crossbar connection mostly 

provide own optimised MPI implementations.

� Software development aspects :
– Some additional work and experience is necessary, MPI code contains 

additional statements for the parallel communication.

– Following the MPI standard (http://www.mpi-forum.org/) allows one to develop 

100 % portable parallel codes.

– Implementation strategy has significant influence on the performance (load 

balancing, communication overhead).
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Parallelisation concepts II: SMP

� Shared memory parallelisation:
– All CPUs addresses a common memory, so each CPU has access to all data

defining the problem: no exchange of data has to be explicitly coded. 

– Different (automatic) parallelisation concepts can be applied (e.g., loop based 

parallelisation). 

– The number of CPUs addressing one memory is limited.

– Special care for initalising the data has to be taken on certain SMP hardware.

CPU

MEM

CPU CPU

1 to several 10
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Shared Memory Parallelisation

� System aspects:
– Loop based parallelisation for LBA can often result in a very good automatic 

load balancing and parallel speedup.

– Shared memory architecture is usually expensive and often only available on 

special HPC systems for a limited number of CPUs.

– The small number of CPUs addressing one memory space affords mixed 

concepts (SM/MPI) for large sized problems (no way to avoid MPI ...).

� Software development aspects :
– Standards are just developing (e.g., OpenMP) 

– SM software programming is relatively easy (compared to MPI), usually a few 

compiler directives are sufficient.

– Shared Memory code is restricted to special hardware.
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Parallel Efficiency

� Parallel speedup:

– For ideal codes, the parallel speedup is P for P processors. (Often the relative 

speedup                                is given instead.)

� Total speedup:

– The speed of the fastest non-parallel algorithm is taken as reference, thus 

taking into account all additional algorithmic costs of the parallelisation.

   

1

(P)T

)(T
(P):S

par

tot

par

tot

par
=

   / P(P)S(P):S
par

rel

par
=

   

(P)T

T
(P):S

par

tot

seq

tot
=
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Vector computing

� A vector computer (e.g. the NEC SX-series) is a dedicated 

HPC system which requires a specific implementation 
strategy, called vectorisation.

� For LB, vectorisation is easy to achieve if some basic 
considerations are taken into account.

� Maybe with the help of an expert, a typical LB-code can 
achieve 40-50% of a vector computer’s peak performance, 

which is 5-10 times faster than an optimised implementation 

on a high-end PC. Ask your local compute centre for access 
to a vector machine! (they might give you funny answers ...)
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Vector computing ctd.

� Basic Idea:
– Successive operations inside a loop are carried out simultaneously on 

different elements of the loop arrays.

– Vectorisation can thus be regarded as time-parallelisation which is working 

on the data like an assembly line.

� Advantages:
– Significant speed-up can be obtained for the code almost automatically !

(The anb-code achieved without any vector-tuning 32 MLUP/s on 1 CPU 

of the NEC SX-8).

– Vector-optimised software can as well be used on non-vector platforms with 

good performance.

– Vector- and parallel programming can be (and are usually) used 

simultaneously on vector-parallel computers.

� Hardware requirements:
– Dedicated vector-CPUs (like SX-9) are necessary.

– New trends towards other SIMD CPU solutions ...
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Vector pipelining

� General purpose CPUs:
– One basic function per cycle (ADD, DIV, LOAD, …)               

=> each results takes several cycles

� Pipelining in vector CPUs: 
– Vector pipelines are computational units which are specialised for certain 

tasks (ADD, DIV, LOAD, …).

– Usually several pipes of the same type are available on a CPU, 

which can run simultaneously (internal parallelism).

– Vector pipes for different tasks can also run in parallel mode.

– Pipes can deliver results immediately to other pipes (chaining).

� Benefits of pipelining: 
– Highly efficient processing of loops over arrays of data  (Single Instruction 

Multiple Data (SIMD) concept)

– One computational result per cycle (after the pipe started)
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Vector compiler

� Compiler interaction:
– Vector code is produced automatically by the compiler.

– A vector-oriented programming strategy helps the compiler significantly doing 

an efficient vectorisation.

– Compiler directives can give further information to the compiler.

– Compiler output listing provides good hints for the programmer.

� Performance-relevant features:
– Loop length (vector length, at least when talking about codes ...)

– Ratio of LOAD and STORE operations to arithmetic operations.

– Number of arithmetic operations inside a loop.

– Kind / grouping of operations (e.g., MULT, DIV, ADD simult.!)

– Memory access strategy (contiguous=fast, random=slow).
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(LB) vector programming strategy

� Some important (and for LB easy to realise) things:
– Avoid subroutine calls inside loops or use subroutine inlining. 

– Avoid (too many/complicated) if statements inside loops

• good vector compilers / hardware can handle if by masking, 

but: CPU time is spent (=wasted) also within the .false. part 

– Avoid dependency of loop variables  -> e.g., a(i) = b + a(i-1) .

– Take care with indirect addressing -> e.g., a(n(i)) = b + a(n(i)) :

• if mapping i-> n(i) is injective, no dependency           

=> use compiler directive to declare independence.

– Avoid I/O and GOTO statements.

– Try to achieve long vector length, starting a pipe costs time !

• vectorisation is carried out over the innermost of nested loops, make this 

loop the largest.

• unwind small inner loops by hand, change the loop order or use a 

compiler directive (if available) to tell the compiler which loop to vectorise

(and the loop count).
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LBA vectorisation

� Easy LB-vectorisation:
– Most CPU-time (up to 90 %) is consumed within one loop in one subroutine:

the advection-relaxation.

– Vectorisation of an LB code can be basically limited to optimising this one loop

and is therefore relatively simple !

� Pseudo-code of the advection-relaxation routine:

do all nodes

shift density distribution from next 
neighbours

compute local density

compute local velocity components

compute equilibrium density distribution

compute relaxation

end do

V

E

C

T

O

R
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Outlook: GPU and multicore systems

� A recent trend is the hardware-specific implementation of LB 

kernels on graphics and multi/many-core systems.

� Specific implementation techniques have to be applied which 

consider the memory layout of the hardware.

� Currently, impressive performance can be achieved on 

GPUs, but there are certain restrictions with memory 
available and the implementation of more complex 

algorithms. 

� Implementation on many-core systems might well be the 
necessary way to go for achieving performance on next 

generation hardware ... 
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Suggested reading

� LB performance aspects
– M. Schulz, M. Krafczyk, J. Tölke, E. Rank: Parallelization strategies and 

efficiency of CFD computations in complex geometries using lattice 

Boltzmann methods on high performance computers, in: Breuer M, Durst 

F, Zenger C (editors). High performance scientific and engineering computing. 

Berlin: Springer; 2001. p. 115–122

– T. Pohl, M. Kowarschik, J. Wilke, K. Igelberger, U. Rüde: Optimization and 

profiling of the cache performance of parallel lattice Boltzmann codes, 

Parallel Process Lett 2003;13(4):549–600

– G. Wellein , T. Zeiser, G. Hager, S. Donath: On the single processor 

performance of simple lattice Boltzmann kernels, Computers & Fluids 35 

(2006) 910–919

– G. Wellein, P. Lammers, G. Hager, S. Donath, T. Zeiser: Towards Optimal 

Performance for Lattice Boltzmann Applications on Terascale

Computers, in: A. Deane, G. Brenner, A. E. et al. (Eds.), Parallel 

Computational Fluid Dynamics: Theory and Applications, Proceedings of the 

2005 International Conference on Parallel Computational Fluid Dynamics, 

May 24-27, College Park, MD, USA, 2006, pp. 31-40
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Suggested reading ctd.

� LB performance aspects ctd.
– S. Donath, T. Zeiser, G. Hager, J. Habich, G. Wellein, Optimizing 

Performance of the Lattice Boltzmann Method for Complex Structures 

on Cache-based Architectures, in: F. Hüsemann, M. Kowarschik, U. Rüde

(Eds.), Frontiers in Simulation: Simulationstechnique - 18th Symposium in 

Erlangen, Proceedings of ASIM 2005, September, SCS Publishing House, 

Erlangen, 2005, pp. 728-735

– S. Donath, K. Iglberger, G. Wellein, T. Zeiser, A. Nitsure, U. Rüde, 

Performance Comparison of Different Parallel Lattice Boltzmann 
Implementations on Multi-core Multi-socket Systems,

in: International Journal of Computational Science and Engineering (IJCSE), 

submitted 2007, accepted for publication 2008.

– L. Axner, J. Bernsdorf, T. Zeiser, P. Lammers, J. Linxweiler, A. G.  Hoekstra, 

Performance evaluation of a parallel sparse lattice Boltzmann solver,

J. Comput. Phys. 227, 10 (May. 2008), 4895-4911  
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Suggested reading ctd.

� GPU and multicore:
– N. S.-H. Chu and C.-L. Tai.: Moxi: Real-time ink dispersion in absorbent 

paper, ACM Transactions on Graphics (SIGGRAPH 2005 issue), 24(3):504 –

511, 2005 (see also http://visgraph.cse.ust.hk/MoXi/)

– J. Tölke: Implementation of a Lattice Boltzmann kernel using the 
Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) interface developed by 

nVIDIA, acc. for publ. in Computing and Visualization in Science, 2008 

– J. Tölke and M. Krafczyk: TeraFLOPs Computing on a Desktop PC with 

GPUs for 3D CFD, acc. for publ. in International Journal of Computational 

Fluid Dynamics, 2008

– M. Stürmer, J. Götz, G. Richter, U. Rüde: Blood Flow Simulation on the Cell 

Broadband Engine Using the Lattice Boltzmann Method, (internal report 

2007) available here: http://www10.informatik.uni-erlangen.de

– S. Williams, J. Carter, L. Oliker, J. Shalf, K. Yelick, Lattice Boltzmann 

Simulation Optimization on Leading Multicore Platforms, Selected as 

Best Paper in Application Track, IPDPS 2008, April 14-28, Miami, Florida, 

USA http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/~samw/research/papers/ipdps08.pdf
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Suggested reading ctd.

� On the web:
– http://www.konwihr.uni-erlangen.de/projekte/workshop-lattice-boltzmann-methods/

– http://www.konwihr.uni-erlangen.de/projekte/abgeschlossene-projekte/cxhpc.shtml

– http://www.openlb.org/ (the OpenLB project, ots of information)

– http://bernsdorf.org/research/lb.html (free code anb and this lecture)

– http://parcfd.ae.metu.edu.tr/program/LBM-p3.pdf (ParCFD 2007 lecture by 

Wellein/Zeiser)


